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photo by Brian Campbell
Laurie McLellan spent some time yesterday afternoon skating at Alfond Arena.
System receives $1.2M
BATH, Maine, October 23: Saying that "the
future of our State is tied directly to higher
education:' Bath Iron Works Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer Willian E. Haggett to-
day announced a BIW contribution of $1.2
million to the University of Maine System's
five-year campaign to raise $65 million for en-
dowed professorships, scholarships, and other
capital projects and programs.
In addition, BIW will contribute fifty cents
for every dollar given to the campaign by com-
pany employees. Evelyn M. Desmond, BIW's_
Director of Employee Benefits, is heading a
campaign. geared especially to the 375 com-
pany people who are graduates of University
of Maine System campuses. Desmond took
her degree in 1946 from the University of
Maine.
"Bath Iron Works and many other corn-
Association is for
UM grad students
panies in Maine have a vested interest in this
State's public higher education system, "
said Haggett, as does "every individual citizen.
It is imperative that we collectively make a ma-
jor commitment to excellence. "
"I am a firm believer in University partner-
ships with other segments of society,"
responded University of Maine System
Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury, "and this ex-
traordinary gift underscores the essential
reciprocity of our relationships with Bath Iron
Works. By underwriting our future so
• generously, the company is helping to assure
that University people will continue to provide
techniear- and managerial iiPerase so
necessary to Maine's private sector. It is a gift
worthy of the State's leading employer."
The compani's gift will benefit all seven
(see BATH page 12)
by 'Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
Forty years ago graduate
students at the University of Maine
joined together because of com-
mon academic concerns, housing
needs and a desire for social ac-
tivities. Through the years, as the
graduate students organized, they
became known as the Graduate
Student Board.
Today, the all volunteer group is
called the Associat lom-of Graduate
Students. The board voted to
change its name so that it would
reflect who the group was, in
April, 1987.
"The AGS is a group of
volunteer graduate students work-
ing for the benefit of all present
and future graduate students,"
said Diana Winthrop Denning
president of the Association of
Graduate Students.
The AGS, located on the third
floor of the Memorial Union,
primary purpose is to serve
academic concerns of graduate
students. However, Winthrop- `
Denning added that graduate and
undergraduate students often have
much in common.
"We work together on a variety
of overlapping issues such as quali-
ty of education and sexual harass-
ment. We are two organizations
striving to meet the needs of the
campus community," she said.
Winthrop-Denning said the
AGS is recognized by the Board of
Trustees as the delegated
governmental unit for the
graduate student body.
Voting representation for the
AGS is derived from each graduate
departmenitled to
send one representative for every
50 fulltime graduate students or
fraction thereof.
"Approximately 80 percent of
the departments are represented at
the bi-weekly meetings," she
said.
Besides academics. the AGS also
has several committees that pro-
vide a variety of assistance for the
grad students.
The Finance Committee, said
Winthrop-Denning, is chaired by
AGS 'Measurer, Stephen Gelatt and
is composed of five graduate
students who adthinister the
authorized budget which is deriv-
ed from activity fees paid  by grad
students.
(see GRADUATE page 4)
System trustees
speak on UM roles
by Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University of Maine System
Board of Trustees is a policy-
making group which not many
people know a lot about.
Harrison Richardson, chairman
of the BOT, said the board is
regponsible for many things that
make the System run more
smoothly.
"Each year the Bar takes a look
at a different issue. This year we're
looking at the quality of student
life and such issues as date rape
and alcohol and drug abuse, he
said.
president.
The BUT also sets a budget with
money it requests from the state
Legislature and tuition received
from students.
The BOT comprises 14 trustees,
a student representative and the
Commissioner of Educational and
Cultural Services, Eve Bither.
BOT members are nominated by
the governor and must be ap-
pointed by the joint Educational
Committee and approved by the
full senate.
Members are appointed for five
years of service and are eligible for
two consecutive terms.
Richardson said, "There aren't
The BOT also sets overall policy any specific requirements, but the
for the seven campuses, Richard- person must have a broad
son said, "We hope to make con- understanding of the people of
structive policy statements that wiT7Matne and how the UMaine
improve the UMaine System." System should serve those peo-
Other duties of the BOT include pie."
hiring a chancellor and university — (see TRUSTEE page 12)
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GUE8T LECTUQE 6E1:21E6  
PRESENTS:
EXPLORING'OUR COMMON FUTURE:
An International Conference of Sustainable Developement
Keynote speaker:
Ms. Hiikka Pietila
Secretary general, Finnish
United Nations Association
Topic: "Wbnin, Ptace.- and Ecology"
101 Neville Hall
8:00 p.m. October 24
Sponsored by the Peace Studies Pro
gram and the Guest Lecture Series
Free to the public
HELP!!!
The Department
of Social Work
Needs You
If you or someone you know
would like to be part of
our team as a work study
student, see Marolyn Foster
in 201 Fernald Hall, or call
Extension (2387)
ow*
News Briefs
Veto on abortion
WASHINGTON TAP)- President
Bush's veto of a bill expanding
federally financed abortions promises
to keep alive an emotional issue
Republican candidates suddenly wish
would fade away before this fall's off-
year elections.
In races for governor_ of. Virginia
and New Jersey and for mayor of
New York City, Republican can-
didates are doing their best to keep
the debate away from abortion, an
issue that now appears to be helping
their Democratic opponents.
"There's no qOestion this is going
to hurt the Republican Party," Sen.
Robert Packwood, R-Ore., said after
Bush's veto Saturday.
"The issue is very much alive in the
country. This is an issue that threatens
to divide the Reagan coalition,"
added Republican consultant Roger
Stone.
keeps fight alive
Lawmakers and lobbyists who back
abortion rights see little hope of over-
riding the veto, but they say they will
mount an effort in the house anyway.
"Clearly we'll try to override. Clear-
ly, that's probably not going to hap-
pen, so he wins," a disheartened
Rep: Pat- Schroeder 13-C-olo.,--said
after Saturday's veto.
The abortion funding expansion-
was attached to a S157 billion spar,—
ding bill. Packwood said on Cable
News Networks's "Evans & Novak"
show that if the override fails,
lawmakers should pass the spending
bill again and-send it back to Bush.
The bill Bush vetoed Saturday had
passed the senate by a decisive 67-31
margin, but it squeaked through the
House 216,206, far short of the two-
thirds vote necessary for an override.
Shuttle lands 3 hours early in Calif.
SPACE CENTER, Houston, (AP)-
The shuttle Atlantis streaked toward
an early landing today to avoid ex-
pected high_ winds at its California
desert landing strip, winding up a
mission that sent the Galileo probe to
Jupiter.
Mission Control decided Sunday to
shorten the shuttle's trip by two
90-minute orbits because the calmest
winds at Edwards Air Force Base were
predicted early in the day.
The five astronauts adjusted their
schedules by going to bed 21/2 hours
early Sunday night, and 90 minutes
early the previous night.
If the winds were within the shut-
tle's safety margins as expected, the
97-ton winged spaceship was-to land —
at 12:33 p.m. EDT today on a dry
lakebed runway in the Mojave Desert
at Edwards, about 80 miles north of
Los Angeles.
_Bail winds were tooltrong, the 
landing could be postponed until
Tuesday or Wednesday, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion said.
The forecast for the new landing
time called for headwind gusts of a
maximum 23 m.p.h., flight director
Ron Dittemore said Sunday. T
astronauts have six runways to chose
from, so crosswinds aren't a problem.
This afternoon, gusts were
predicted to reach 35 mph. Safety
rules forbid landings if headwinds
--reach 29 mph or crosswinds re
mph.
Trial of racial violence begins today
_
MIAMI (AP) — Memories of a
race-relations nightmare. are being
revived as a trial opens for a Hispanic
police officer accused of shooting a
black motorcyclist to death—a killing
that touched ofrthree days of riots.
Amid tight court security and pleas
for calm, Miami Officer William
Lozano's attorneys said they would
ask to have the trial moved out of
town.
The Colombian-born Lozano is
charged in the deaths of the motor-
cyclist, Clement Anthony Lloyd, 23,
and his 24-year-old passenger, Allan
Blanchard, who also was black.
Lozano has said he fired in self-
defence because the speeding motor-
cycle headed straight for him. But
other witnesses in the Overtown
neighborhood called the shooting
unwarranted.
Police shootings of Unarmed
blacks--or their subsequent trials--
have triggered violence in Miami four
times in the 1980s, and community-
relations crisis teams were in place
around the city. The fear of a renew-
ed violence was a key to the defense's
effort to move the trial.
"We don't think Officer Lozano
can get a fair trial based on pretrial
publicity, and based upon the ten-
sions in the community," said
defense attorney Mark Seidon.
AIDS victim to speak at UMaine
ORONO, Maine-'Living with
AIDS in Maine" will be the subject
of a lecture at 7 p.m. Oct. 26 in 101
Neville Hall by Bruce Fritz, an inter-
nationally known language teacher
who was diagnosed with AIDS in
1988.
Fritz has taught French and
English in adult education programs
associated with various international
companies and language schools, in-
cluding the Center for Applied
Linguistics at the University of
Besancon, France, and the Interna-
tional School in Geneva, Switzerland.
Since his AIDS diagnosis, Fritz has
concentrated his efforts on AIDS
education. He is associated with the
AIDS Project, the Maine Health
Foundation and the AIDS Lodging
House.
Joining Fritz in the Oct. 26 lecture
will be Peaches Bass, executive direc-
tor of the Maine AIDS Alliance, ad-
dressing the medical issues concern-
ing AIDS.
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California universities
ban "fighting words"
(CPS)-- As of now, any of the 161,000
students enrolled at the nine University
of California (UC) campuses can be
suspended or expelled for using
"Fighting words" that denigrate a person
because of race, religion, sexual orien-
tation or disability.
The system's effort to punish students
who hurt their classmates' feelings
 -comes almost two months after a federal
court ruled a similar University of
Michigan effort unconstitutional.
Just days before system President
David Gardner announced the rule,
moreover, Rifts University in
Massachusetts announced it was drop-
ping a three-month-old policy forbid-
ding students from using racist, sexist or
derogatory language in certain public
areas of campus.
Rifts President Jean Mayer said the
attempt to ban hurtful words or phrases
wasn't worth the threat to student's
rights to free speech.
Gardner, however, imposed the limits
on free speech because he was "very con-
cerned that, just as the university is
beginning to have some considerable
success in attracting a very diverse stu-
dent body, we must not have have at-
mospheres on campus which detract
from the educational experience of all
 our --students, spokesman—Rick 
Malaspina explained.
Specifically, Gardner simply added a
new line to an existing code of conduct
that outlines what the university will or
will not let students do.
He based the action on a 1942
Supreme Court ruling that declared
him. But
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"fighting words" to be outside First
Amendment rights.
"Fighting words," Gardner said, are
"those personally abusive
epithets...widely recognized to be
derogatory references to race, ethnicity,
religion,Isex, sexual orientation, disabili-
ty and other personal characteristics."
In August, a federal court said
Michigan's free speech limits, which also
forbade "any behavior, verbal or
physical, that stigmatizes or victimizes
an individual on the basis of race,
ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orienta-
tion, creed, national origin, ancestry,
age, marital 'stUtus, handicap or
Vietnam-era veteran status," were
unconstitutional.
Michigan's rules, adopted to mitgate
a rash of racist fliers and actions that
alienated many of the school's students,
quickly led to a string of complaints that
students and teachers who asked ques-
tions in class that bothered classmates
were themselves sexist or racist.
If the university agreed, it could sus-
pend or expell the student.
UC officials say their policy is
different.
"In general, our policy is more nar-
rowly focused," said Patricia Romero
of the system's student affairs and ser-
vices office.
The UC policy, Romero satd, dictates
that the "fighting words" must be
directed at a specific person.
Michael Smith, UC's assistant
chancellor for legal affairs, agreed. "The
important difference is your words have
to be at an individual. A speech to the
public doesn't count."
Reagan travels to Japan
to receive top honor
TOKYO (AP)- Former President
Reagan had lunch with Emperor
Akihito today and received one of
Japan's top honors--the Grand Cor-
don of the Supreme Order of the
Chrysanthemum--for promoting free
trade and friendship with Japan.
The award ceremony and luncheon
at the Imperial Palace in central
_Tokyo was the first meeting between
the two men since Akihito succeeded
his father, the late Emperor Hirohito,
in January and since Reagan retired
to California.
"I am humbled and deeply
honored to have been awarded,"
Reagan said.
Akihito and Empress Michiko
looked on as palace Grand Master of
Ceremonies Kiyoshi Sumiya
presented the award to Reagan, palace
officials said. Nancy Reagan, Crown
Price Naruhito and Ambassador
Michael Armacost also attended the
ceremony and luncheon, they said on
condition of anonymity.
The Reagans last met the imperial
couple in October 1987 when they
made an official visit to the United
States.
TANNING CENT
)omerkcit_,7,6fttliXicer-
Tanning is our one
and only concern,
that's why we're the Best!
SPECIAL
10 VISITS $25
and One Extra Visit
FREE With Each
Package
With this Coupon
OFFER.GOOD'TILL NOV 1st
Try our Get Acquainted Special
2 visits for $5
how a 9004_1 nnn n.c.ener  thniatrf rile]
_
Maine squareMall • 659_ Hogan Rd., Bangor
NEW HOURS: M-F 8 am - 10 pm
Saturday 8 am - 5 pm
Bangor's Premier Tanning Center
Call 942-9212
Thursday, November 9th,
8:00 P.M., in the Pit!
-UMaine Student Price: $10
General Public Price: $14
Tickets available at the
Memorial Union Info Booth
Monday through Friday
from 10-3:00!
Gct your tickets while they last! ---
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This Tuesday, October 24,
the President of the Universi-
ty of Maine, Dale Lick, will be
speaking to an open forum of
students.
President Lick will be
speaking at 8:30 p.m. in 100
Neville Hall following the
regular meeting of the
General Student Senate. He
will be taking questions from
senators, students and any
other members of the univer-
sity community.
Cashiers ad Clerks
lie exbia
ToyS. Us is the largest and most successful
specialty toy retailer in the world Were miles
ahead of our competitors A fact that we attribute
to the thousands of dedicated people who work
. with us Thars why We-want ourpeople hagrow In-- -
their own way and share what they have to offer,
in the manner that suits them best
Right now, we have the follow-
ing full-time opportunities.
Days and hours of your choice.
The position that suites you best.
There are a wide variety of areas to
to choose from And if there's anything
you're not familiar with, well be happy to
teach you We otter competitive starting
salaries a truly superior benefits package
which includes profit sharing and an unusual
degree of opportunity to advance with an
industry leader.
Apply In Person
Monday, Oct. 23rd, Tuesday, Oct 24th
or Wednesday. Oct 25th
9AM - 7PM
6 Bangor Mall Blvd.
Bangor, ME
(Please bong your Social Security Care
and a pocture ID)
We are an equal opportunity employer MF
b
•Graduates
This year's AGS budget is approx-
imately $26,000 compared to the
undergraduate budget of $300,000.
The Grant Committee,chaired by
Davis Tapley, reviews applications for
funds to assist grads with their academic
programs. Ten students serve as peer
(continued from page 11
The . free service provides non-
criminal legal advise concerning tenant,
family issues and other consumer pro-
blems, according to Winthrop-Denning.
The Entertainment Committee,
chaired by Charlotte Lehmann,,..is_
responsible for arranging two social'
reviewers in the highly competitive award events during the year for grad students
and faculty members.
During the academic year of 1988/89
program, Winthrop-Denning said.
The Graduate Student and Faculty
$25,000 in grants were awarded from ap-
- Recognition Ceremony was established '
proximately .$47,00ia in requests. Grant 1987.
requests this semester have exceeded
$18,000. AGS grants range from $25 to "Graduate students usually have a
1750 and arebased on the vality of the - close working relationship with their ad-
proposal she said. _ visors and other faculty members. The
The Development Committee is co- Hooding Ceremony provides grad
chaired by Laura Pingel and James students the opportunity to express their
Dearman, who is the alumni represen- appreciation to all those who support
tative. The primary function of the com- their endeavors," she said.
mittee is to raise funds through alumni Winthrop-Denning said the ceremony
contributions and institutional support. takes place in the Maine Center for the
The Graduate Student Legal Service Arts on the Friday afternoon prior to
Referral Program, available through the the commencement.
AGS office, is staffed on Fridays from For more information about the AGS
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. by paralegal John Trott, contact Sue Kohler, office adminstrator,
she said. at the office or call 581-4548. -
Financial said to be based on
whether students take drugs
(CPS) An Illinois state representative
wants to give students who take drug
tests a break in getting state college
financial aid.
Under Republican Jerry Weller's plan,
which he plans to introduce this spring,
students who submit to a drug test and
come up clean would get preference over
an equally qualified applicant who
- refuses to take the fest:
"If you have two candidates that are
equal in every other way, the drug free
youth would be given preference,"
A by Compaq Or' new Wow
Weller said in announcing the-idea in
early October. "If one is far above
another (in need), the program would
not deny the person assistance We
already have veteran preferences and Af-
firmative Action programs, so there's' t
precedent."
Civil libertarians blasted the idea as
an invasion of priVaty.
believe -its proVatly unconstit u- •
tional," said Jay Miller, executive -
director of the Illinois branch of tile
(see DRUGS page 5)
CASINO. CONCERTS presents
& The NEVERLAND EXPRESS
$16.50 Frida October 27
All Seats 8111013M_
RESERVED
FOR TICKETS: TICKETIWN 1-800-382-8086
Or call MCA Boi Office at (207) 581 1755 weekdays 8 30 4 30 to charge by phone
Window open 10.00 3.00 weekdays and one and one half hours before every eajve
VISA/MasterCard/Checks/Cash
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono
r 24, 1989.
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•Drugs
(continued from page 4)
American Civil Liberties Union. "I
suspect it's not going to go anywhere.
You can't make benefits dependent on
giving up constitutional rights."
John Heneghan, Roosevelt Universi-
ty's student Senate president and a
voting member of the school's board of
trustees, said giving up one's privacy is
worth it. "You should be willing to give
up (privacy) if you want the benefits."
Already, students federal
loans and grants have to sign a statement
promising they don't use illegal drugs.
College officials, moreover, are required
to have -some kind of anti-drug program
in place.
To go along with President Bush's
"War on Drugs," William Bennett,
the president's "drug czar," threathen-
ed to cut off financial aid to students to
attend colleges that don't have "tough"
anti-drug policies.
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
A Free Gift just for calling plus
raisesitter-11,700 in onllt-g) days!!
Stu'dent groups, fraternities and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. Call: 1-800-
950-8472 ext. 0. 
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. S17,840-69,485. Ext.
RI 8402.
ATTENTION: Earn Moy-Reading
Books! S32,000/year income potential.
Details. (1)602-838-8885. Ext Bk 18402
EXCELLENT SUMMER & CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES now available far
college student & graduates with
Resort Hotels, Cruiseliners, Air-
liners, Amusement Parks & Camps.
For more information and an ap-
plication; WRITE National Col-
legiate Recreation Service. P,O.
Box 8074; Hilton Head SC 29938
Overseas Jobs. S900-2000/mo. Summer
yr. round, All Countries, All Fields.
Free Info. Write: 1.1C-P0 131r52-ME01
Corona Del Mar CA. 92625
Positions now open, make $400 to
$1000 a week selling condos. Thurs
night 7 to 9, Sat. and Sun. Call:
825-3483. Leave message. 
SPRING BREAK 1990 - Individual or
student organization needed to pro-
mote our Spring Break trips. Earn
money, free trips and valuable work
experience. APPLY NOW!! Call Inter-
Campus Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
CAMPUS Representatives Needed for
'Spring Break 90' programs to Mexico-
Bahamas-Florida & S. Padre Island -
Earn Free vacwion PlusSSSS. Call:
1-800-448-2421.
Market Discover Credit Cards on'your
campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as
S10.00/hour. Only ten positions. CALL-
1-800-950-8472. Ext. 4.
SALES
Orono Thrift Shop, Take Pine off Main
2nd tight onto Birch. Weds 11-4 
0
-Mint
"
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Editorial
Eagles' fate
in our hands
Js there no end q.the useless and often timessensless destruction by the human race? The bald _eagle has all but been wiped out in Maine and the
nation by careless human hands.
Historically, Maine was home to hundreds of pairs of
bald eagles along the coastal shorelines and inland water-
ways. Eagles, once abundant:VI the state, are now .
designated a federally endangered species in 42 states, in-
cluding Maine.
Chemical contamination was once considered to be
the major threat to the eagle. Although it stilts a pro-
blem, today the most threatening problem to e eagle is
the loss of their nesting sites due to an increase in the
land use.
During the sensitive nesting season the eagles cannot
tolerate many types of human activities within a quarter
of a mile of their nesting sites. When the eagles are
disturbed nesting failure and often times abandonment
can occur.
With only 413 eagle nesting sites in Maine, something
must be done to protect them. Currently 37 percent of
these sites have been designated as essential habitat sites,
or sites that must remain undisturbed. These are the
premier nesting sites in Maine.
If the eagle is going to thrive in Maitietl ites
must remain intact and undisturbed. -
Proposed rules that would provide a protective one
quarter mile buffer zone around eagle nest sites were
recently tabled until Dec. by an advisory council to The
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
The ridiculous ruling shows what little action is being
taken by the so called advisory council to protect the en-
dangered eagles. The council appears to be more con-
cerned about land owners rights where some of the nests__
are located then they are with the eagles themselves.
When they're gone they're gone. Responsibility to see
that the eagles survive lies in all our hands and not in
the hands of a few:in Augusta.
1)(14a.44
Is romance dead?
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Somewhere out theiiin the
world is a mail truck with all the
important letters we all should
have received.
Every day we rush to the
mailbox to see what might be
there. We usually wish there will
be something in there besides
the drab bills and other stale
mail.
We hope for a letter froth a
friend, a significant other, or
maybe something a little more
personal.
For the most part, we are
disappointed that it's not there.
The important mail just doesn't
come.
We settle for Ames fliers and
sweepstakes entry forms. And
life goes on.
It's amazing how- much we
cherish a well-written sentence:
We read thousands or maybe
millions of words in thousands
of combinations each week, and
usually we are only affected by
a few poignant phrases or
images.
(That's because nothing is
original anymore.)
Those who know the
language can win their way in-
to the hearts of any knave or
princess.
They strum the tightly woven
heartstrings that make the
callous cringe and the sensitive
dream a little more.
It's commonplace to "woo"
by those who use the language
to their benefit and annoying to
those of us who can't., And
somehow, the person who
receives the great mail smiles at
each sunset, notices the stars,
and springs a little higher off
their toes.
(For all we know they love to
shop at Ames and they always
win the sweepstakes, too.)
"Did you get the mail to-
day?"
"Yeah," claims my solemn
roommate holding many
outstanding balances in his
hand.
Steve Pappas
The next question is un
necessary, but inevitable.
"Is there anything for me?"
He *nands me half of the bills.
Writing letters to -people can
be a chore. But for those who
toil over the language (or those
who just write a romantic letter)
rewards are scarce.
The pen is a mighty thing.
It's easy to hide behind. The
words it emits can linger in the
mind the same way freshly bak-
ed brownies loft in the warm
kitchen for hours on a winter's
day.
So where is romanticism?
Has it been lost in a mail truck?
on the floor under the couch?
in a briefcase or notebook?
It's supposed to be in the
heart, easily identifiable.
Everyone is supposed to have
their own definition of it. Fan-
tasies and dreams that we con-
jure from the deepest nooks of
our minds are only dashed by
inattention, boredom, lust, or
mid-life meltdown.
Romance is difficult to get
out into the world at the right
time in the right way. -
It escapes after tripping over
words like, "Whatcha
day night? Hmm?" or "Maybe
we could get some dinner, or
somethin'. "
Is romanticism lost? Do peo
pie still take walks in the fall, eat--------
dinners by candlelight, or go
skinny-dipping in summer at
midnight?
What does it take to be a
romantic?
Does it take devotion, loyal-
ty, sincerity, understanding,
mutual respect, honesty, and for
the most prt  some form of
wealth?
Wealth and popularity walk
hand in hand in some cases.
Men and women get sidetrack-
ed because they want to be
wanted. (Sometimes even
boneheads will do.) There is lit-
tle place for the little person
with the big dreams. Big people
with little dreams seem to live
the life we all think we want.
Romance isn't viewed as sim-
ple wit, intelligence, and sinceri-
ty anymore. Unfortunately, the
crazed victim of a fatal attrac-
tion isn't so far off. A one-
night-stand doesn't constitute a
relationship or romance.
If true romance is smelling
lilacs and fresh baked brownies,
than spilled stale beer and vomit
constitute today's romance
pretending to be something else.
Some people know what
romance is. They don't share
the secret. They don't write
books on how to do it. They
dream it and claim they live it.
In reality, they still hope to live
it someday.
Soap operas make the mind
shrink. They are not romance.
They are trash.
It's about sharing the life we
dream about having. Why is it
so far away?
So where is romance?
The answer, my friend, is
blowing in the wind. The wind
—*caused by a mail truck rushing
by.
Steven Pappas understands
the power behind the pen, but
only dreams of using it the right
way.
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Response
Students overworked
To the editor:
This i4 in response to the Oc-
tober 17 article ("Semester Too
Short") by Clayton W. Dodge.
Fair-LT- -fhat-if IS-diffittitr10-11-r-
all the material for a course in
less than 15 weeks. This is
especially true ,in math courses.
/1 am, however,- offended by
some of your remarks and the
tone of your letter.
I would think that as a pro-
fessor, you of all people would
see the diversity of students that
now attend the University of
Maine. I really don't know
where you got the idea that our
lives are that simple. Do you
really believe that we go on a
twenty-two week luxury vaca-
tion each year?
Granted there are students
that go to Florida each spring
and can afford to take the sum-
mer off and relax, but they are
a minority. Are there not pro-
T&iff t.Mt geaway on vacation
each year? I know for certain
that there are professors on this
campus who have been using
the same set of notes, with the
same mistakes for years.
There is a growing popula-
tion of students on this campus
who are strapped for time and,
yes, are "overworked".
There are students here who
are married, have children,
and/or belong to families who
just can't afford to put them
through school. With decreas-
ing aid from the federal govern-
ment and a lower maximum
amount allowed on student
loans, many, if not most
students are forced to work.
If you look around you'll see
That-Most jobs availabte Tem-
porary or part-time employers
don't pay well.
Stildent.S are often forced to
work multiple jobs or one job
close to full-time. These
students do not stop working
when school stops. They usual-
ly work all 12 months out of the
year. So please, next time don't
generalize.
David Walton
CIA recruitment
Guest Column by Steven Attenweiler
In this column, I will be responding to
the debate that is currently taking place
on campus over the issue of CIA recruit-
ment. The purpose of this response is to
address what I feel has definitely been
a one-sided and distorted view which has
been expr,essed recently in the pages of
the Daily Maine Campus.
- First of-all, 1 will an explana-
tion of What the real world is actually
like and why an organization like the
CIA, which sometimes does the things
it does, is necessary. Secondly, I will ad-
dress some of the issues being used to
justify banning the CIA from recruiting
on campus and why this action must not
be tolerated by the student body.
The International System of States
The international system of sovereign
nation-states is in existence, today. The
underlying principle of this system is
that each state is responsible for its own
security and cannot rely on other states,
to provide it for them.
This means each state must act toward
what it perceives to be its own national
interest, regardless of what some of these
actions might entail, because no one else
will do so.
Ideally, of course, the world is at:
wonderful place where the U.S. govern-
ment does not have to intervene in
foreign countries by this just is not the
case. Due to the archaic structure of this
system, the United States has been forc-
ed to involve itself in the internal politics
of foreign states repeatedly. The CIA
merely provides an apparatus for action
in cases where diplomacy has failed and
the large-scale use of the military is
inappropriate.
Contrary to what some might believe,
the U.S. government is not a "world"
government in that it works toward the
improvement of worldwide humanity.
The primary function of the U.S. govern-
ment is to provide for the secuqty and
enhance the interests of its citizens.
Working toward the encouragedient-a
democracy and the improvement of
human rights in the world are indeed no-
ble goals but they are secondary goals
and must never supercede our govern-
- ---
ment's primary. function.
Unrealistically- pursuing the ideals
abroad that we as a society hold dear
may only compromise the strength need-
ed to protect them in the end.
Balancing the Interests
  Whatis simplyrneant by a balancing
of the interests involved is that if a situa-
tion warrants a certain type of action,
then that action can be justified. I will
illustrate my point with a detailed
example.
In 1979, the Sandinista revolution in
Nicaragua overthrew the despotic regime
of Anastasio Samoza. Just months after
their victory, the revolutionary leader-
ship put together what became known
as the "72-Hour Document". This-d-ocu--
ment stated that the purpose of the San-
dinista regime would be to fight against
"American imperialism, the rabid enemy
of WI peoples who are struggling to
achieve their definitive liberation."
It also stated that the Sandinista
regime would assist "national liberation"
movements in Central America (name-
ly El Salvador) through violent means if
necessary. This document was held to
religiously even after the U.S. govern-
ment offered tens of millions of dollars
in aid to the Sandinistas.
Now, if this situation is looked at with
a rational mind, it can be clearly seen
that it is not in the national interest of
the national Interestiof the U.S. to have
a destabilized or even a Communist Cen-
tral America, a regionibf vital impor-
tance to the United States.
In a strange sort of way, international
politics is a lot like physics. The only ef-
fective brake that can be applied to force
is counter force. U.S. decision makers
had no choice but to launch a covert war
against the Sandinista regime to stop its
belligerence in the region. For all intents
and purposes, the effort succeeded
throught the destabilization of the
regime itself.
Even though all the ugliness of war
had to be unleashed, the U.S. govern-
ment had to serve its primary function.
The CIA was the apparatus that it used
to do so.
a 51 Mple Ineqvaidy
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New humanity
rings truth
To the editor:
"Roomrat!" That's what they
call me!
I'm being assaulted on all
sides by relatives and friends,
who say I'm wasting my life by
staying in my roEitn all the time
without TV-or music or books.
My only companions are The
Bangor Daily News and The
Daily Maine Campus; and they
are silent, informative and
stimulating to both my memory
bank of spiritual books and my
visions of the New Humanity
and the New World Order.
But best of all, I have my self.
It does not belong to any
organization religious, political,
economic or social. My self is
not directecLor influenced in
any way by the peace-destroying
misconceptions of the airwaves.
My self has an inner connec-
tion with everyone and
eveything. And when I am most
patient and watchful for signals
from our collective sub-
conscious, or Oversoul, I am
out of my room and in with the
very best of everyone.
That's when I see the Real of
each person. And I know that
someday every person will see
the Rear- of shimself
(she/himself) and of all others.
It will not happen to all
simultaneously, for that would
destroy the game of evolu-
tion/involution. But it is surely
the destiny of every soul to
know its Real Self.
On this Truth the New
Humanity will rebuild all in-
stitutions and
systems...gradually and solidly
so as not to blind Its workers
with Its brilliance and glorious
inevitability. Consider the
perfect relationship of the bees
and the flowers. Should it not
be so with humanity?
"Billy" J. Rhodes Jr.
Bangor
UMaine needs
improvements
To the editor:
I would like to see the follow-
ing at UMaine:
1) Workers in the Computer
Lab at the Union who have at
least of vague notion of why
they are getting paid to sit
behind a desk.
2) More Macintosh Com-
puters.
Specifically in the reside e
halls.
3) More printers forf the
Macintosh computers.
4) Increased Comput( Lab
hours.
5) Clocks and coatracks in
classrooms, as well as in the
Computer Labs.
6) How'bout letting me eat
what I want at a price I want?
Thus, letting me-eat a burger in
my residence hall for S1.60, not
$4.75; I am one of the "lucky"
(?)(or should I say fortunate?)
few who is able to take advan-
tage of the point plan. I would,
though, prefer to eat in my res.
hall, but as I explained...All
students should be allowed to
decide whether or not the point
plan would best suit them.
7) A quiet(er) library. The
UMaine library is the noisiest
place I've ever been in. I don't
care where a person is in the
library, there shouldn't be so
much talking!!!!
Aren't we al here to learn? Or
is it because we liked backward
towns like Orono, Maine? Or
are we here to watch the foot-
ball games? Who's this Dale
Lick guy anyway?
Maybe I'm just being picky.
—The absurdities of the seven
are total, and inexcuseable, in-
terferences in my daily life, ut-
terly rude interuptions of (my)
academic learning, studying,ii
and writing.
This place is a joke.
Todd A. Groemling
York Hall
4It
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Counseling Services are available on UM campus_
by Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
Are you having trouble concentrating?
Do you feel depressed or lonely? Still
hunting for a major?
If you answered "yes" to any of these
questions, don't despair. The Universi-
ty of Mlines Counseling Center is ready
and willing to help with these concerns.
"The Counseling Center provides
assistance to students with a wide varie-
ty of academic, vocational, personal and
emotional concerns," according to the
center's pamphlet. "It doesn't have to be
a super serious type of problem,"
added Dr. Marc Mytar.
Mytar is one of eight psychologists
who staffs the Counseling Center. Four
pre-doctoral interns are also available to
assist students.
Having offices in both Cutler Health
Center and 101 Fernald Hall, the
Counseling Center offers programs for
student growth. These programs include
individual and group counseling and
psychotherapy, psychiatric consultation,
an educational-occupational library, and
sexuality and birth control information
and counseling.
Groups focusing on terminal illness,
anger and significant past or present
losses are being offered this semester. In
addition, programs for adult children of
alcholics and survivors of emotional,
physical and sexual abuse are available -
Holding workshops on stress manage-
ment, depression and suicide, the center
also provides information and referral to
COMM unity resatrives.
The center's services, which are of-
fered to individuals, groups or couples,
are free to all full-time students as part
of the student activity fee.
According to Mytar, approximately 10
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percent of the student population makes
contlict with the center each year. "An
awful lot of students come in here,"
he said.
"Communication is strictly confi-
dent," Mytar said. "We're very careful
with our records and the knowledge we
have about people."
Because it is involved in the training
of interns, Mytar feels that the center is
"more up to date, active and
energetic." The interns are an "impor-
tant part of the staff and services," he
said.
Four interns are chosen each year out
of 50 to 60 applicants. With applicants
from all over the country, Mytar
describes the internship as "real com-
petitive."
To join a therapy group or schedule
an appointment, call 581-1392 or
581-4020. Emergency contact can be
made through Cutler Health Center at
581-4000.
Study abroad program at UM
"Go Global, Study Abroad, Go Na-
tional, Study LISA:" is the theme for-the---
Study Away Fair today in the Memorial
Union from 4 to 7 p.m. Faculty members
and returned students will be present to
advise students on opportunities for na-
tional and international study.
Study Abroad programs range from
full academic year to semester, summer,
May term and other interim sessions,
and internships in several areas. There
are opportunities for qualified students
in all disciplines. A minimum GPA of
2.5 with á&iüi 3.0 in the majo.r is ad-
visable. Competitive programs require
higher GPAs. Financial Aid can be us-
ed for study abroad.- -Costs for study
abroad vary and some are very little
more at the University of Maine. Credits
earned abroad apply to degree programs
here with the prior approval of the std-
dent's department and college.
Students can consider study in many
areas of the world from as close as
Canada to as far as Australia, New
October 318t, 8 p.m. at The Maine Center for the Arts
$10.00- t.TUMaine -Student, $13.00 fo-riteneral
Zealand, Korea and Japan. Many
wident c,go to airdpe through language
immersion programs, but there are
English language programs throughout
the world-- even where the local
language is not English. There are many
programs for students in the developing
world, the USSR and Pacific Rim areas.
A recent survey of alumni who have
studied abroad indicates that most
thought it one of the best of their years
of formal education, and they want
other students to know what a valuable
experience this is and to urge more to
become involved.
Information on Study Abroad is
available from Nlary Jo Sanger, Study
Abroad Coordinator, 302 Alumni Hall
581-1585.
' The National Student Exchange pro-
vides_ similar oppoilunities
-frig experiences within this country.
Assistant Dean Maxine Harrow coor-
dinates this program. She may be reach-
ed for comment in the Memorial Union,
581-1820
The Senegal's own Youssou N'Dour—_straight from Amnesty
International's Human Rights Now! Tour (with Peter, Tracy,
Bruce and Sting) to the Maine Center for the Arts!
Last Year, Ladysmith Black Mambazu thrilled a sold-out
UMaine audience. International superstar N'Dour promises to
do just that, and more, when he brings his all-star band to
UMaine on Halloween Night!
In return for N'Dour's help on recent albums (that's Youssou
leading the African chanting on, "In Your Eyes"),Peter Gabriel
has helped produce Youssou's brand-new album, The Lion, a
more mainstream sounding effort that will surely raise N'Dour's
American status to the same level of superstardom he enjoys
world-wide!
So come on down to the Maine Center for the Arts for a funky
Halloween evening of international music with Youssou N'Dour!
(Special Guest: Mamma Tounge)
For Tickets ig5_ Information, Call the MCA bojc Office at 581-1755 
 
--tesktit--to yott bi-thte iNaine Conceit Committee 01 The 14tiri-e-CenWfon' the Arts
in amociation with the Alumni Association and the Pirsident's Office
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Sports
Cross country teams host tournament
_
Runners from UMidoe, UVM, Hartford, Northeastern, BU, and UNH get underway in Saturday's first-ever NAC women's cross country championship.
Orono Outdoors
By Doug Vanderweide
Deer hunting Season starts Friday for residents, and, by most
accounts, this should be a banner year for whitetailed deer in
the Orono area.
Non-residents start hunting one-half hour before sunrise next
Monday.
The Old Town-Orono-Veazie area is ripe with prime deer
habitat. Veazies large stands of grown-over farm land are good
areas for opening day and late season, and there's plenty of big
woods in the Old Town-Orono area to be worked effectively
during the first few weeks of the season.
My preferred method of deer hunting on opening day is to
still hunt. This area will have plenty of hunters and a good
number of -those will be moving the deer moon& - —
I like to still hunt throughout the first week of season. For
the second and part of the third weeks, I prefer stalking in heavy
pines and around swampy areas.
For the final portion of the season, I find it best to move
back to clearcuts or low _growth, combining still hunting_ with
stalking every now and then.
Over the past few days, I've done a good amount of scouting
in the southern Orono area. There's been a lot of sign around,
and some of the tracks I've seen I thought were small moose
until I looked closer.
Bill Laughlin of the University of Maine Department of
Public Safety wants to remind any hunters here at UMaine that
there's no hunting on Marsh Island, as well as other marked
areas. Make sure you're not in a protected area, as there's quite
a few of them around these parts.
Even in areas not restricted by the government, look for "no
trespassing" and "no hunting" signs. Get the landowner's per-
mission before hunting on any land you don't own. Our right
to hunt is placed in jeopardy every time someone get
a landowner's permission or leaves his trash behind.
Of course, being a student here at UMaine makes hunting
the area difficult. Whereas you probably won't hit any big
woods, it's certainly easy to get turned around and wind up
spending the better part of a weekend invountarily camped out.
Make sure a buddy knows where you're going and when you
expect to be back. Also, it's a good idea to take a friend along,
if for no other reason than having someone to help bring your
buck out of the woods.
Remember that, if you live in a dormitory, you cannot have
a gun or ammunition in your room. You must check them in
and store them at Public Safety.
They will give you a slot number and ID card for your gun
and ammo. All you need to do is go to Public Safety, 24 hours
a day, tender your card, sign for your gun, and you're off and
running.
The game warden forthis area is Dave Georgia, home phone
...,..number 827-8586.  
Doug Vanderweide is a junior journalism and economics
double-major has been hunting and fishing in Maine for over
12 years.
Men's team
takesjourth;
O'Malley
unable to run
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's cross country
team finished fourth in the third annual North
Atlantic Conference championship, held at the
University of Maine,
— —Theinack Bears -fiall-lheifs-t-Tf- the
championship's three year history without their
top runner, Pat O'Malley, who is out with
anemia.
BióWUnTverity ran away s----With-Theritie-v-vitV
26 points, scoring four of its runners in the top
six. The Terrier's Peter Fallenius won the race in
25 minutes flat. His teammate Callum Hender-
son was second with a time of 25:08.
UMaine beat out the University of New Hamp-
shire by a point, 108-109, finishing fourth for the
first time in the meet's history.
"I was impressed with our whole team. I real-
ly didn't think we could beat New Hampshire
without Pat," UMaine head coach Jim Ball-
inger said. "I think they sucked it up and ran well
without Pat.
"I don't know how we could have done with
Pat, but we would have probably finished a strong
fourth and possibly we could have finished
third.
Ballinger was especially impressed with the
performances of Jeff Young and freshman Jamie
LaChance. Young finished seventh with a time of
25:48 on the five mile course, while LaChance was
10th with a time of 26:09.
"Young and LaChance ran with some very
good runners. That indicates to me that they have
the ability to run in the top groups at New
Englands, " Ballinger said.
The conditions of the track were sloppy
because of the previous night's rain, Ballinger
said. "It definitely slowed the times down."
Northeastern, last year's champions, placed se-
cond with 49 points followed by the Univ rsity
of Vermont which scored 78.-Colgate Univr
placed sixth and Hartford University was seventh.
UMaine's Kevin Way finished 24th, Mark Snow
was 32nd and Chris Metcalf was 35th to finish
out the scoring.
Women take
second place
on improved
performances
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
Freshman Amy Patterson and junior Karen
Salsbury led the University of Maine women's
cross country team to a second-place finish
behind the University of Vermont in the first
North Atlantic Conference championship on
Saturday.
Patterson placed second with a time of 18:18,
three seconds behind the University of Vermont's
Brenda White.
TJVM won the Meet on-UMaine's-rain-soaked
3.1 mile course, with a score of 44, placing three
runners in the top five. The Catamount's first-
place finish was supported by fourth and fifth
place finishes by Joyce Anderson and Natalie
Cartwright respectively. -
UMaine coach Emily Spiteri was pleased with
the team's overall result. "I was extremely pleas-
ed, the meet went very well, possibly better than
1 expected," Spiteri said. "I think everybody's
improved their times. "
Patterson's effort especially impressed Spiteri.
"It was tight right to the end. Brenda White is
a senior and a national ski champion and (Pat-
terson) ran a really good race against her. She's
got a lot of determination and talent.
UMaine's Salsbury finished third with a time
of 18:40.
Theresa Withee showed improvement taking
:18 seconds off her personal best to place 10th
for UMaine with a time of 19:17.
"Hopefully she's going to keep on the rise (for
New Englands). Her knee is not bothering her
— she's had injuries that have prevent her from
running and doing speed work that she needs to
do well," Spiteri said.
Carla Lemieux placed 22nd and and Kimberley
Pierce wai 25th to round out UMaine's top five.
Lemietoc's performance was especially a sur-
prise to Spiteri. "She runs workouts in the pool
because she has lower leg onibleins. She comes
out and only runs on .the weekends, and ihedid
extremely welt."
Boston University placed third with 60 points,
followed by Northeastern University, 80, the
University of New Hampshire, Ill and Hartford
"University, 170.
-
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interested, but a lot of kids say they
watch the game on TV. I think it should
be blacked-out at least for a 60-mile
radius until we can get at least 15,000.
Ballard said he thinks the number of
fans has increased over the last three
years, but he expected more because the
team is ranked fourth in the nation and
undefeated.
"Students are interested, but I go back
to the dorm and they say, 'it was cold:
or sometimes you hear people say. 'we
can drink inside'," Ballard said.
"We play because we have fun, but we
also play because we represent the
school"
Both Ballard and Bittermann. said
they ,would like to play at home, but they
too are skeptical about the number of
fans the game could draw.
Bittermann said, "I'd love to have a
playoff game here, but I don't think we
can draw the crowd. The elements are
going to be the (12th) man in November.
The weather was also the reason
Ballard would like to stay at home.
"T‘vo years ago against Georgia
- Southern, we had to get adjusted to the
weather down there. We would like to do
the same to someone else," Ballard
said.
Before the Black Bears can think
about a Yankee Conference title or the
playoffs, they will have to travel south
to face the University of Delaware, the
defending "YC champs.
The Blue Hens will welcome the Black
Bears to their homecoming on Saturday.
Delaware is 4-3 overall and 3-2 in the
conference and is coming off a a 21-14
win over the University of
Massachusetts. 
Lichtenberg said Delaware's -Rknse
will be a new twist for UMaine. "All of
a sudden we're going to face a different
offense:' Lictenberg said.
He was referring to the Blue Hen's
Wing-T formation.
Ballard said, "You have to be
disciplined playing against the Wing-T.
They don't pass much but they have the
ability to throw the ball"
UMaine will enter the game relatively
healthy. Defensive end Justin Strzelczyk
is questionable for the game with a
separated shoulder, but fullback John
Lapiana returned from a knee injury in
the game against the University of
Connecticut.
WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
For regga"e, jazz, blues, _hard core alter-
native, classical, and news, listen to-Radio-
Free Orono seven days a week.
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THE UMAINE
STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION 
A
A
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
PAST...PRESENT...FUTURE
DID YOU KNOW:
•WE DO SURVIVAL KITS
•WE PAINT BEAR PAWS
•WE SAVED MAINE DAY-
'WE WANT YOU!! ,
FIND OUT MORE
CROSSLAND ALUMNI CENTER
(NEXT TO SIGMA NU)
-WEDNESDAYS 400 P.M..
NEW MEMBER HALLOWEEN,PARTY!!
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Coach: Alumni Field attendance low
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine football team
is 8-0 and 6-0 in the Yankee Conference
and on its wav to a national playoff
-game, but the lack of fan support
was me locus ot Inc team s monaay
press conference.
UMaine head coach Tom Lichtenberg
was upset that there weren't more than
10,000 fans at the- last homegame on-
Saturday and said after the game, "I'll
go on record as saying that if we make
it to the playoffs, I don't want it at
home."
But at the press conference he toned
down his statement.
"I guess in some ways what 1 said
came out wrong, because there are a lot
of people that care, starting with the
president, the administrators and .the
faculty.
But Lichtenberg said a national
playoff game at home is not a realistic
possibility, because the NCAA looks at,
among other factors, the size of crowd
a school can draw at a game.
"As far as students being gone because
the playoff game is over Thanksgiving
Break, and it's hard to get them at a
game when they are here, the NCAA
criteria doesn't make (a home playoff
game) feasible," Lichtenberg said.:
"Sure Pd like our kids to play at home,
but I don't think we'll have a ghost of
a chance with our facilities, our students
being gone, and the weather."
Tight end Mike Bittermann and cor-
nerback Johri Ballard think the students
are interested in how the team does, but
say students prefer to watch games on
television.
Bittermann said, "I think they are
HCalttl PROfESSiONS quest Speaken
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5:00 P.M.
FFA Room, Memonial LINioN
Sat4 Beans, I St year( mebical stubeNt at
UliS/ClaCKO Mebical School
1989 QnabuatE Of U Of M
HERE!!!
PIUS
SENIOR YEARBOOK.
PORTRAITS
Octoben 30 - Novemben 10
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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ION UN Rictit befOR€ StUbENt AffaiRS)
SiQN-up sheets poste0 iN Foqlen Libnany,
StubeNt QovenNmeNt, Little Hall, Wells
COMMONS, aNO the Bookstone.
if you caNNot make TOUR appoiNtmeNt
time on bib Not Receive a canb, Please 
SigN Up!
View is No ctianqe! fnee!
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The University of Maine women's cross country team placed second in the
first North Atlantic Conference women's cross country championship
Saturday, keyed by the efforts of junior Karen Salsbury, pictured above,
and freshman Amy Patterson.
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PEACE STUDIES
pisesents
exploring
OUR
COMMON
FUTURE
AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMEst
FREE TO STUDENTS
October 24 k 25,1989
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
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Golf team places
second in finals
The University of Maine golf team
placed second in the North Atlantic
Conference championships in Candia,
N.H. over the weekend.
The Black Bears, with a two-day score
of 621, was just four strokes off the pace
of the' University of Hartford, which
won the championship with a score of
617. _ ,
qualifier earlier this year.
The Black Bears' Brett Porath shot a
two-day total of 145, just one over par,
to earn the individual championship.
_
Three University of Hartford players
were named to the All-NAC team. They
were Jon Veneziano (151), Glen Johan-
son (154) and Pat Sheehan (155).
UMaine was tied with the Hawks at
311 after the first day of competition, but
Hanford showed sligliiinprovemenfort 
the second day to earn four-point win.
UMaine beat Hartford in the ECAC-
The University of New ilampshift 
finished a distant third with 633 points.
Colgate (653), Northeastern (684) and
Vermont  (715)  followed.
UMaines other top finishers were Bill
Boyington and Brian Lawton, who both
had scores of 156.
THE SIIITTARti or DELTA ZETA
WELCOME
The Kappa Pledge Class
Gretchen Bauer
Tina Broome
Jennifer Burns
Dawn Carter
'Shannon Gardner
Crystal Katenmeyer
- Joann Leonard
Dale Young
•
Tuesday's Special
 Pasta
Till
Busta
Only $6.25
Your Choice of: Spaghetti
Fettucini or
Ziti (tubular pasta)
With Choice of sauce:
Tomato (no meat)
Marinara
Mushroom Marinara
Meat Sauce
White Clam Sauce
Red Clam Sauce
•
.•.
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
_
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• Bath
campuses of the University of Maine
System, with special attention to the
University of Maine and the University
of Southern Maine.
Half of the BIA total — $600,000 —
will go to establish a nationally visible
Center for h on Steel Plate Struc-
tures in the Universityof Maine's
Department of Civil Engineering. In-
cluded will be named professorship, a
steel-plate testing laboratory, graduate
fellowships, and presidential scholars
grants for undergraduates.
The University of Southern Maine will
receiver -$200-,060 th—fa be-designated
for two areas. Half will strenghthen the
School of Applied Science through pur-
chase of computer and other equipment,
and half will be used within the College
of Arts and Sciences to support faculty
grant application to federal agencies and
private foundations.
In addition, $400,000 is being
designated for endowed undergraduate
scholarships at every campus in the
University System, with the amounts to
be allocated according to campus enroll-
ment, functions, and programs, in-
cluding engineering and applied
sciences. Preference in awarding the
scholarships is to be given BIW
employees and their children.
(continued from page 1)
"We are calling our campaign Pride
and Promise," said Woodbury, "and
BIW with this contribution has given
substance to the slogan. We are enor-
mously grateful."
"Pride and Promise" is the first phase
of a five-year campaign to provide
Maine's public university system a
margin of excellence-from basic higher
education to programs of outstanding
quality. The campaign goal of the $65
million is targeted for endowed faculty
chairs and professorships; endowed
scholarships for  undergraduates
fellowships for graduate students; en-
dowed funds for academic programs, in-
cluding library acquisitions and
laboratoFy equipment; coftstritetiori and
renovation to supplement bond-issue
projects; and a variety of other academic
activities, including promising
cooperative ventures between and among
campuses.
Bath Iron Works, one of the nation's
leading shipbuilders, has been in
business in Bath, Maine for 105 years.
With 11,000 employees and facilities in
Brunswick, East Brunswick, and
Portland, as well as the main yard in
Bath, BIW is Maine's largest employer.
Like to write? Like spcorts?_=_Then why not
write for the Campus? Call 581-1268
•Trustees
Members of the BOT range from doc-
tors, lawyers, educators, business people
and other fields of work. Several of the
members are UMaine alumni.
"The UMaine alumni are
represented, but it's not a requirement
• for membership," said Richardson. "I
am the son of an alumnus, an alumnus
myself and am also the father of two
alumni."
According to BOT member Bennet D, _
Katz, "You can think of thg UMainc
System as a large corporation, with the
BOT members being like a board of
directors. "
Riehlitton said, "The UMaine
System is a huge business. It has a
well
--(continued from page 1)
budget of just under $200 million and
serves around 30,000 people."
Being a member of the BOT is also a
lot of work.
"I put in between 20 and 25 hours a
week to go along with my work as a
lawyer," said Richardson.
BOT members are reimbursed for any
out-of-pocket expenses such as traveling
to meetings, but are not paid a-Salary for
the actual work they do.
"It's a great job and is something I
care about a lot, " said Richardson,
"Sometimes it's a difficult job and we
have to Make some tough decisions, but
it's a labor of love."
SKI w
•14P
BEST
SUGARLOAF/USA
9,eh; A hiiSaaaoo of Skiing for only $300
class of skiing pays for pass
tSN N'-ef Tickets Available:
Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gym
STUDY AWAY INFORMATION FAIR
-11.iesday October 24, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., Memorial Union
Meet Returned Students and Get Information on Programs
Discover your World
Go Global
Study Abroad
• VP.' -
Ile.de a&.
11.1w Vali
MINIM 'AIM 1111111104,
'VeMik"4 AM Ia. /MN- Jr
Foreign Language Programs:
French (France, Canada)
German (Australia, Germany)
Portuguese (Brazil)
Spanish (Spain, Mexico,
Dominican Republic)
English Language Programs:
Australia
Canada
Denmark & other Scandinavian areas
Europe and tile Developing World
Grenoble, France and other countries
Discover your Country Discover yourself
Go National
Study-USA
National Student Exchange:
Over 80 Universities through
out the United States and its
territories
Greece
Ireland
Israel
United Kingdom (England
Scotland, Wales)
•
Earn academic credits.
Use your financial aid.
Expand your educational horizons.
Develop an understanding
of other nations.
See your own culture from
a new_perspective._
Travel, explore and develop
new areas of interest.
International Student Exchange Program (ISEP)
Programs available for year, semester, summer, and_..intersession.
EXPLORE YOUR-OPTIONS
-
•
